MoneyCashers Presents…

The Ultimate CA$H KING Exploits!
It’s Easy… It’s Simple… It’s Fun!
Are you ready to make some real cash? I thought so! Let’s Get Started!
This method is built around a Rewards site that we’re going to use (exploit) to
make a lot of money! One reason why I absolutely love this method is that is stays
with the proven and familiar way of making money we all love, but with an
amazing little twist! Now for those of you who don’t know what a “Rewards” Or
GPT site is… let me explain…
A Rewards Site, otherwise known as “Get Paid to Site” Is a Company that rewards
users for doing activities for example: (Completing a Research Survey, Signing up
for a free trial, Playing games, Clicking links) these are just a few examples, but you
get an idea. They pay you out in “points” and once you “earn” enough, you can
cash those points for hot new games, cash or even cars!
But how can they afford to do this? Well whenever you complete an activity, the
advertiser, let’s say in this case, Disney, pays the Rewards site, which in turn pays
you. The Process is extremely Legit and Proven

I know what you’re saying… “Seriously? Is that all?
I know all about this stuff… Stop wasting my time you idiot!”
And personally, I don’t blame you for thinking just that… And if you want to hit the
little X in the top right hand side of this Document, Then… Feel Free.

But If your a little bit more persistent than most, and are willing to
continue through this course open minded & if you are willing to learn
some really amazing methods and make a ton of Money with me…
Then you’re Welcome to Read on!
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So how much money can we make with this method… For Real?
Well, A Lot more than you would think if you play your cards right!
Personally, right now I’m making over $600 a day (that’s $18,000 a month) for
about an hour’s worth of work a day… if you could call it that… I mean, if sitting at
your computer eating pizza & playing games on the side is “work” than keep doing
what you’re doing lol
But don’t think there’s no secret to making that kind of money, because there
majorly is. I mean, if there wasn’t, than everyone would be doing it, which they’re
Not! I’m one of the few people that are taking advantage of this Gold Mine.

Starting Out…
The First (And Hardest) Thing to do is to find a High Quality, Legit, Rewards site.
I’ve joined and “tried” to work with almost every GPT site out there, and if you
ever type in “GPT site” in Google, you’ll realize just how endless that list is.
But about 4 months ago, I ran across one that I’m still using, and it’s the very same
one that I’ve built this entire course around. To me, it’s the find of the century.
From their shocking Flat rate pay-per-sign-up referral program (unheard of) to
their very exclusive, high paying offers… they are the Best… The very best!
I’ve personally had a chance to meet the owner David and he’s a great guy. His
teams support is impeccable & he really knows what he’s doing. Everyone I know
loves the site and I can’t say enough good things about it. The Company is based
out of the UK, and because of that they have one of the finest collections of worldwide offers I’ve ever seen! But don’t worry; if you’re from the colonies (The US)
you won’t be left out. :)
Click on the banner below to look the site over, than keep reading to move on.
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There is no referral link in the banner, but if you want, Just Copy/Paste this direct
URL into your Browser Window: http://point-rewards.co.uk

Making Your Account…
Step 1: So when you’re done romping through the site, and are ready to get down
to business, just click the Yellow “SIGNUP” Button on the far right side of the
panel.

Step 2: Next you’ll be asked to fill out a quick form.

Once you’ve confirmed your email and created a password for your account, you’ll
be given a sweet 200 Points to get you started!
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Going for the Ca$h…
Ok, so how long did that take? Minute and a half maybe… And you just made the
easiest $2 ever! But there’s a Heck of a lot more where that came from. And we’re
just getting started!
Next I’m going to teach you how to be an outright master of exploiting offers for
the most money possible!
When you hover over the “Earn Points” tab you’ll be shown a menu to pick from.

90% of the reason I love this site is because they have “In house offers”
They are one of the few sites in the world that have such a high quality collection
of offers… To get started view their Main Offer Panel.
With that said, let’s get right to “Work

Free Trials & Test Drives
Free Trials are by far my favorite kind of offer because they are:
1) Short & Sweet.
2) Cost Nothing.
3) & Payout Ridicules Amounts Of Cash.
You can find these under “Exclusive Offers” or “highest paying” on the offer panel,
they will say “Trial”.
(Tip: Always follow David’s instructions on every offer you click on!)
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To Get Trials to Credit You’ll need…
1. A Valid Credit Card
While there are ways of getting fake ones, they rarely validate and rarely credit.
Many people ask me why I condone the use of a Credit Card…
The Reason…? Because they make me a pot load of money! That’s why!
Since a lot of the Trial offers are free… And since we can cancel the trial
subscriptions anytime we please, it isn’t unusual at all for me to rake in $800 a day
just doing Trial offers…
2. Valid Information
While it’s more than possible to use “Fake” information on some offers, I would
not condone you do so with Trials. One of the main reasons these companies are
paying us, is because they believe we are a generally interested in their service or
product. And to be able to successfully sell that story, it’s important that
everything add up, because they do double-check everything. This is one of the
key secrets to getting these offers to credit… Use REAL information. Now I didn’t
say it had to be “YOUR” information, just as long as it’s real, and connected with a
Credit card, it will work just fine.
With all that said, I’ll let you look over my shoulder while I complete one.
In this example I’m going to be sent a Free Xbox 360 game (of my choice) & I’m
earning $9 for this Trial. Let’s see how long it takes.
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After Clicking “Start Now” I simply Pick the “Free Trial” Option and hit Continue.

I than input my info, start the Trial subscription, pick the game I want…
Than Guess what… Surprise, Surprise! I’m done.
In this example, it took me a little over 3 minutes to complete this one trial… And
will take another 30 seconds to cancel it when I’m ready… Now I don’t know about
you, but to me that’s pretty good money for 3½ minutes worth of “work”

Mobile “Pin” Confirmations
While it may not seem so at first, you’ll soon learn that these kinds of offers can
make you a lot of money… Why? Because right now companies are really trying to
get into the “Mobile Market” and consequently they our paying ridicules amounts
of money for the “hopes” of getting into our phones.
And if you know much about things, you’ll soon notice that people do not like
these offers much. But I’m going to show you how to do them properly.
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To Get Mobile “pin” Submits to Credit You’ll need…
1. A Working Mobile Phone (Preferably one with unlimited Texting)
If you have a smart phone that happens to have unlimited text messaging, than
you can avoid a small fee when they text you or you text them, whichever is the
case. But since we’re earning $5-$20 per offer, we won’t really mind a 4¢ fee.
Again, I’ll walk you through how to successfully complete this type of offer.

In this example, I picked a prize (or in some cases you’ll need to complete a quick
quiz) than submitted my phone number, I was then asked to Text the letters “OK”
to the number they provided. But sometimes they will Text you a “pin” or code,
which you will than need to input into the online form. It’s as simple as that, but…
Be Warned: More than likely once you input that pin or text them. You will be
signed up to a monthly subscription. So you will need to Text the letters “STOP” to
the number they provide, If you don’t you will be charged!
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Download/Installs
You will find a fine collection of these types of offers under “Download Offers”
There is a reason why I love these types of offers… their extremely exploitable.
Not unlike the mobile “pin” submits offers, you’ll meet many a person who will tell
you, that you should NEVER download anything off a rewards site, because they
are full of Adware and will trash your computer. And I must admit from personal
experience that they are 100% Correct. But unlike my friends, instead of sitting on
my %$# and complaining, I went on a search to find out how to get these annoying
offers to work. And I not only found out how to protect myself from them…
I found out how to get these offers to credit… Over and over, and over again.
To Get Download/Install offers to Credit You’ll need…
1. A Program Called Sandboxie
It would take me all day to express just how cool this program is, but I’ll give you
an abbreviated version. In a nutshell, this program creates an isolated Sandbox on
your computer to fully install “fishy” programs onto. It completely makes the
program think it’s really been installed on your computer by even making its own
browser for the program to put its annoying add-ons into. And it even includes its
own registry for programs to trash.
And once you’ve downloaded, say 20 programs on it, you can wipe it out and start
all over again… And then rinse and repeat. Also you can’t beat the price… It’s Free.
You can download Sandboxie off their site at:
http://www.sandboxie.com/index.php?DownloadSandboxie
For respect of time, and since the program is self-explanatory I will forgo writing a
20 page tutorial. But I will give you one pointer… before you start, you will need to
download the file using the Sandboxie Browser. That way the program won’t be
able to make any annoying changes to your main Browser.
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Research Surveys/Email Submits & Everything Else
These kinds of offers will make up a large part of the offers you’ll be dealing with.
With these, while there are a few handy tips, you won’t find much difficulty in
getting these to credit. Your issue now will be time management… Because these
kinds of offers generally pay less, the key to making good cash with them, is to get
as many completed, as fast as possible.
For that you’ll need another rock house program I’ve ran across.
 RoboForm (Download it Here: http://www.roboform.com/download)
RoboForm will be your friend by our side, saving you thousands of minutes and
a lot of hand aching. It’s been around for a few years now, and it’s a God send
of a program. While it can be an Online Login Manager (which it’s great at) we
will be using it for another propose... Filling out forms! And if there’s one thing
that will eat up your day, it’s filling out forms. I mean it will give your hands
some exercise and I can promise you’ll be a better typer after a few days, but
that’s not the way to learn how.
Once you’ve downloaded RoboForm (which is also free YEY!)
The next step we’re going to move into exploit mode and Dig up some valid
information (that’s not ours) so we’ll need to make a real profile… For this you’ll
need to go to:
1) http://www.trulia.com or www.realtor.com
2) http://www.fakenamegenerator.com
Ok, next I’m going to teach you how to make a profile.
Data Name

Real Data Example

Get Info At Or Tips

Full Name:

John R. Bader (male)

fakenamegenerator.com

Title:

Mr.

fakenamegenerator.com

Birth Date:

02/04/1982

Make age between 20-40

Age:

30
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Address:

8461 Lone Star Pkwy

Visit trulia.com or realtor.com To get a
real address. It’s better to use one from
your own city, that way the address will
match your IP. But not required.

City / State: Crawford, TX
Zip Code:

76638

Phone:

855-667-9083

Area code must match address!

Email:

(Custom)

Input all the info above, and then head
over to yahoo mail. And make a new Email
(better to have the person’s name in it
like: John.Bader33@yahoo.com)

Username:

Johnemm

This information will be used to make
accounts quickly. You can find it under
“Authentication” (Tip: Make the
username really bad so it will never get
denied like: Meaf3)

Password:

H44345e3

Make it start with a letter, 7 characters
long. Also include some numbers. That
way it will always go through.

Everything else really isn’t needed. Now all you have to do is sit back, and with a
click of the mouse, your forms will be completed instantly. Just make sure that you
change out everything every 20 or so offers.

Unlocking the Treasure Chest!
I realize that the last few pages you’ve read may seem like drinking off of a fire
hose… So I think now that you have the tools and knowledge to be a Pro exploiter.
It’s time to simplify things and get back to making Cash.
I would personally suggest that you start off by completing the “Highest Paying”
offers first, and then move on from there. You can easily get over $100 within 3040 minutes if you complete all of them.
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Many people have been asking for my personal earning layout, so here it is.
On average I complete about 45 offers an hour. And Generally I make about $3.50
per offer after doing some trials and easier ones. That’s $157 an hour…
But let’s say things go really slow for us and we only complete half that… that’s still
$78 an hour… Cut that in half… that’s $39 an hour… still more than a high paid
mechanic is making. And we aren’t even leaving our easy chair.

Now I have a Surprise for you in a minute, but first…
Below Is a Screen shot of my recently purchased rewards.

This is real… these methods & tools work… & this site is legit.
I hope my course has been able to convince you of that fact…
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Next, I would like to mention something that is very unique to Point-Rewards.
And that is their amazing, flat rate referral pay out.
Before I joined, I had never heard of a flat, pay-per-signup referral fee. Generally
most sites will pay you like 10% of their earnings, which… unless they are
extremely active, you end up getting nothing.
Also, another thing I love is that, since David is giving away 200 points to people on
sign up, it’s very easy to get referrals. So far I’ve made a little over $100 just
through my referral earnings, and to put lightly I haven’t worked very hard to get
them… But with payouts like that, I’m definitely going to be investing a lot more
time at it.
You can find your own referral link by logging into your account and going back to
the home page. It will then be on the right hand side:

Closing thoughts…
Since you’ve shown a heck of a lot of persistence by reading through this entire
course, and have taken action on what you’ve read, thus choosing not to be a
“Wannabe”

I have a little gift for you 
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Like I’ve mentioned previously in this course, I’ve had a chance to become rather
good friends with David and his team (the owners of Point-Rewards)
And because of that, I’ve been privileged to be a part of an insider’s group called
the “elite’s” The elite’s basically get to vote on upcoming features… but they also
get emailed invitations to the hottest, high paying offers before anyone else…
Right now I’m making loads of money because of this group…
But to put lightly, it’s an exclusive group, there are less than 50 members in it
right now and you can only join if a current member invites you…
So this is what I’m going to do for you. No, I don’t want you to join under me.
It’s easier than that… Once you successfully earn 1000 points (800 after bonus).
Email me a screen shot of them at OnlineCashers@gmail.com with the subject
“I’m ready to Join the Elites!” And I’ll get you an invitation.
I feel that having a goal to work for, not only adds that little extra push we need
sometimes, but also makes things far more fun and interesting.
In conclusion, I must say I thoroughly enjoyed writing this course, as I hope you
enjoyed reading & learning from it. You should already be earning more per hour
then when you were when you first opened this document. But if for some
reason things are going sluggish… Then you’re on the road to success for sure…
sure you might not be able to blast through 200 offers on your first try… but trust
me, you will get much better…
I will end with a famous quote: “Hard work - I mean, does anybody really use
that term anymore? Laziness just won’t fly. It's all in the practice. It does take
work and it ain't easy - but man, the rewards!”
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